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Abstract 

Hydropower is a flexible energy source that is essential for balancing the electrical power 

system on all timescales, from seconds to years. In addition to intra-hour regulation, it 

provides frequency containment reserves (FCR-N,FCR-D) and frequency restoration reserves 

(mFRR, aFRR) to the grid. The turbine governor is a device responsible for controlling the 

power output and delivering frequency control to the system. The aim of this Master’s 

Thesis project is to develop a new hydropower turbine governor in MATLAB/Simulink, which 

contains all critical functionality from the existing governor and with the same performance. 

The new governor should as far as possible comply to the well-established communication 

standard IEC 61850. 

A working model of the turbine governor has been built in Simulink that supports normal 

operation with frequency control, start and stop, load rejection, operation mode as 

synchronous condenser and more. Validations of the model against data from Akkats 

powerplant shows that the model behaves as a real governor during normal operation. 

Validations of the start sequence showed deviations during sequence 3 and 4 which can be 

explained by usage of different PID parameters.  

Using IEC 61850 as a nomenclature and as a way of structuring functions in the governor has 

also been possible. Implementing the whole standard for communication, requires that the 

control system also is renewed according to IEC 61850. Certain functions, as sequencing has 

thus not been done according to the standard. 

MATLAB and Simulink provide tools for building, simulating and testing implementations of 

the turbine governor. The contributions this platform can provide are; ease of 

implementation, optimization and testing of control strategies. Simulink also provides a 

graphical interface, which reduce system complexity. An optimal implementation requires a 

hardware with support for Simulink to get a transparent platform. 

Ultimately, these benefits could result in better frequency quality at a lower cost, which is 

essential for successful and cost-effective integration of other renewable energy sources 

such as wind- and solar power. 
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1 Introduction 
In Sweden the installed capacity of hydropower is around 16 200 MW [1]. During a year with 

normal water flow, hydropower produce around 65 TWh of electricity which amounts to 

about 40 % of Sweden’s total yearly production. Hydropower is a very flexible energy source 

that helps with balancing the electrical power system on many timescales, from hours to 

years, by storing water in reservoirs [2]. It also helps with intra-hour regulation with 

frequency containment reserves (FCR-N,FCR-D) and frequency restoration reserves (mFRR, 

aFRR), on the timescale from second to minutes. The turbine governor is a device that 

essentially controls the power output and needs to operate at timescales of milliseconds to 

support FCR. Today hydropower is the primary source for frequency control in Sweden 

because of its ability to quickly change the power output to the grid  [3]. 

Heavy spinning rotors in hydropower also supplies the grid with inertia. Inertia helps to 

prevent rapidly changes in grind frequency that can occur when big loads and production 

units are suddenly disconnected or connected to the grid. 

For the past 20 years, electricity production from renewable energy sources (RES) such as 

wind and solar has increased in Europe [4] [5]. The increase follows the mission to lower CO2 

production through renewable sources to fight global warming. EU has set a goal that by the 

year 2020, 20% of the energy consumption should come from RES and by 2030, 27% should 

come from RES [6]. In Sweden, the target for 2020 was set to 50% and was exceeded already 

in 2013 [7]. Besides the increase of RES, Sweden will in 2020 start to decommission the 

nuclear power plants, which is another big supplier of inertia to the grid and according to a 

report made by SWECO, this could make the quality of the grid frequency degrade even 

more [8]. 

Today the electricity demand follows a predictable pattern that is used to determine the 

power production needed during the day at different hours. The increase of RES introduces 

more irregularities between the supply and demand as the production becomes more 

irregular [9]. To ensure good quality of the grid, studies have been done towards how these 

will affect the grid in order to understand how the grid will behave in the future [2]. 

1.1 Background 

With the increasing portion of power production from renewable energy sources, such as 

wind and solar, the power production becomes more irregular because of variations in the 

weather. This places higher demands on the regulating power to sustain a stable power 

system. For hydropower, this leads to more wear and tear in the turbines as they need to do 

adjustments in their power output more frequently. 

The power output from a hydropower plant is controlled by the turbine governor. Today, 

most of Vattenfall’s turbine governors are built on the Siemens S7 PLC and a common 

regulator structure developed inhouse. Most plants use the same control parameters 
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settings in the governors which may not be optimal. It was shown in [10] that retuning the 

governors could improve the frequency control delivered to the Nordic power system. 

Simplified models of the governor can be used to test new settings and regulator structures 

but the models are never the same as reality. Implementing new control strategies requires 

translating a model used for testing the strategy to a code the hardware supports. This is 

problematic since the implementation can differ between the two. 

Vattenfall R&D is currently developing regulator platforms for other applications such as 

control of windfarms and domestic PV-battery sets, using state-of-the-art development 

tools. The overall objective of these projects is to simultaneously develop hardware 

controllers, ready for deployment on site, and simulation tools for independent testing of 

different control strategies. These platforms should be generic and comply with established 

communication standards, e.g., IEC 61850 and for wind power IEC 61400, and include grid 

code functionality. 

1.2 Aim and purpose 

The aim of this Master’s Thesis project is to develop a new turbine governor for hydropower 

in Simulink. The developed platform should as far as possible comply the well-established 

communication standard IEC 61850. 

The purpose with the project is to evaluate and identify the benefits and drawbacks of using 

such a platform.  

The intended purpose of creating a new development platform in Simulink that complies 

with IEC 61850 are the following:   

• ease implementation, optimization and testing of new control strategies, which 

ultimately can enhance the quality of the frequency control delivered, reduce wear 

and tear on participating units and increase their availability. 

• reduce control system complexity, which can reduce cost for maintenance, 

monitoring, troubleshooting and renewal 

• harmonize the way the turbine governor is developed with the way simulations are 

carried out. 

• stay in control of the technology, thereby lowering the dependence on specific 

suppliers. 

Ultimately, these benefits could result in better frequency quality at a lower cost, which is 

essential for successful and cost-effective integration of other renewable energy sources 

such as wind- and solar power. 

1.3 Vattenfall AB 

Vattenfall is one of Europe's biggest retailers and producers of electricity and heat. 

Vattenfall's main markets are Denmark, Finland, the Netherlands, Germany, the UK and 
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Sweden. The Group has approximately 20,000 employees. The Parent Company, Vattenfall 

AB, is 100% owned by the Swedish state, and its headquarters are located in Solna, Sweden. 

Vattenfall owns and operate more than 100 hydropower plants, most of which are located in 

Sweden and some in Finland and Germany. Hydropower accounts for roughly 30 per cent of 

Vattenfall's total electricity generation and is an important renewable energy source both in 

terms of Vattenfall's production and the European energy system. 
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1.4 Outline 

The thesis begins with an introduction to the power grid and the frequency control of the 

power system in section “2. The Nordic power system”. This section is meant to introduce 

the reader to frequency control, especially primary frequency control for balancing the 

power production and consumption, since this is a crucial function of the turbine governor. 

Section “3. General description of a hydropower plant” gives an overview of a hydropower 

plant and how it works. In the end of the section, a theoretical model of the rotational speed 

for a rotor not connected to the grid is derived. This model is later used in the Simulink 

model to simulate start and stop of the hydropower unit. 

In section “4. Turbine governor functionality” the turbine governor and its functions are 

described. This section lists the features that are necessary to implement into the Simulink 

model. 

IEC 61850 is an information model and communication standard for power systems. To be 

future proof and to test the implementation of IEC 61850 for hydropower, the Simulink 

model is made to follow the recommendations, to a certain degree, for IEC 61850 for 

hydropower. Section “5. IEC 61850 information model and communication standard” gives a 

brief introduces and history to the standard and the components used in hydropower. 

In this thesis the computer software Simulink has been used to develop and test the turbine 

governor model. In section “6. Simulink” it is explained why Simulink has been used as the 

development platform and two possible solutions to how the turbine governor model 

created in Simulink can be implemented on a hardware are mentioned. 

In section “7. Realization of development platform” it is described how the operation modes 

have been implemented, how the logic of the current governor has been structured and 

implemented in Simulink to follow the IEC standard and the possibility to implement the 

model to a hardware. 

In section “8. Validation of model” the implementation of the Simulink model is validated 

against measured data from a real turbine governor. 

In section “9. Discussion” the results and working processes, as well as the benefits and 

drawbacks of using Simulink are discussed. 

In section “10. Conclusions” the final conclusions of this thesis are presented. 

In section “11. Recommendations” future work that is recommended to be done is listed.  
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2 The Nordic power system 
The Nordic power system is a synchronous grid composed of Sweden, Norway, Finland and 

eastern part of Denmark. A synchronous grid is an electric grid at a regional scale or larger 

that operates at a synchronized frequency and is electrically tied together. When two 

regions cannot be directly interconnected, a high voltage direct current (HVDC) power line is 

used for power transmission. These types of power connections can also be used within a 

synchronous grid to control the power flow between regions. 

Interconnections through high voltage and HVDC power cables exists both within the Nordic 

grid and ties the Nordic power system to neighboring power grids in other countries. 

Electricity can therefore be imported and exported with the rest of Europe. 

The increasing dependency on electricity in the society means that the tolerance towards 

power outages decreases and long-term outage are not accepted [11]. This increases the 

challenge of maintaining the same reliability in the future. It is the country’s transmission 

system operator (TSO) that has the responsibility for maintaining and developing the 

electrical transmission network. Svenska kraftnät (Svk) is the Swedish transmission system 

operator and is a state-owned public utility. 

2.1 Frequency control 

In the Nordic power system, the frequency is regulated to maintain 50 Hz. In Sweden, this 

frequency regulation comes primarily from hydropower plants, though some regulation can 

come from thermal, active load control and wind farms as they become more advanced [12]. 

Differences in supply and demand of electricity will cause the grid frequency to change. 

Keeping this in balance is done by the primary control and restoring the frequency back to 50 

Hz is done by the secondary control. Figure 1 shows the interaction between primary and 

secondary control and how the frequency is affected after an instantaneous decrease in 

production or increase in load suddenly has occurred. Primary and secondary control is 

further developed in the sections below. 
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Figure 1: Interaction between primary and secondary control when an instantanious decrease of production has occurred 
[13]. 

2.1.1 Primary frequency control 

Primary frequency control is automatic and works continuously. Its task is to establish a 

balance between demand and supply of electricity. All electricity produced must be 

consumed on the grid. In the electrical system rotational energy is stored in all the 

connected synchronous machines. When the demand is higher than the supply, energy is 

taken from the rotational energy stored in the rotating masses and the frequency drop. The 

relation between frequency, load and production is described by the swing equation 

 
𝐽𝜔

𝑑𝜔

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑃𝑚 − 𝑃𝑔 , (1) 

 

where  𝐽 is the moment of inertia of the rotor for a single or a collection of synchronous 

machines, 𝜔 is the rotational speed of the rotor(s) and is related to the grid frequency, 𝑃𝑚 is 

the mechanical power from the turbine and 𝑃𝑔 is the electrical power to the grid [14]. Units 

participating in frequency containment reserve increase their production automatically as 

the frequency drops until the production matches the load and the frequency stabilizes. 

Primary frequency control is separated into Frequency Containment Reserve – Normal (FCR-

N) and Frequency Containment Reserve – Disturbed (FCR-D). Requirement for FCR-N is that 

there must always be at least 600 MW of FCR-N divided between the Nordic TSOs in relation 

to the consumption in each country. All the normal reserves should be fully used when the 

frequency has reached 49.9 or 50.1 Hz [11]. FCR-D is active for frequencies below 49.9 and 

should be fully activated at 49.5 Hz [15]. The disturbed reserves are used for larger 

disturbances to prevent the frequency deviating below 49.5 Hz when the normal reserves 
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are insufficient.  The amount of FCR-D is equal to the largest synchronized production unit in 

the Nordic grid minus 200 MW. This is shared between the countries in relation to largest 

production unit per country [11]. 

2.1.2 Secondary & tertiary frequency control 

After a change in the load, the frequency will have stabilized at a lower frequency than 

before and some of the containment reserves in the primary control have been used up. The 

task of restoring the containment reserves and bringing the frequency back to 50 Hz is done 

by the secondary control. Secondary control operates by changing the base electricity 

production of the system, meaning the electricity production at 50 Hz. The secondary 

control works on the timescale of minutes unlike primary control that works within seconds. 

Before 2013, the secondary control has been manually controlled by starting or stopping 

plants or changing the production of plants. In 2013, a pilot strategy for automatic frequency 

restoration reserve (aFRR) was done between the Nordic countries with the result of a 

permanent solution installed in 2016 [16] [17]. Secondary control now refers to aFRR while 

the manual operation is referred to as manual frequency restoration reserves (mFRR), or 

tertiary control, which restores the secondary control reserves [18]. 

2.2 The importance of frequency control with added production from 

variable renewable energy sources. 

Since primary control mainly comes from hydropower, the way hydropower units regulate 

can have a remarkable effect on the frequency of the grid. The technology used today to 

generate electricity from solar and wind leads to reduced system inertia, with fewer 

regulating power plants, i.e. hydro power, connected to the grid [19]. This increases the 

demands of the power plants connected to the grid and take part in frequency containment 

reserves. 
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3 General description of a hydropower plant 
A hydropower plant usually consists of a water reservoir, dam, spill gates, intake, penstock, 

turbine and a generator. The hydropower plant converts the potential energy stored in the 

water in the reservoir to electrical power. Water enters at the intake and accelerates in the 

penstock, converting the potential energy to kinetic and pressure energy. The water then 

goes through a spiral case, passing through stay ring and adjustable guide vanes called 

wicket gates, before hitting the blades of the runner where the energy is converted to 

mechanical energy to the shaft. The mechanical energy is then converted to electrical energy 

by the generator. After passing the runner, water exits through the draft tube into the 

tailwater reservoir.  

 

Figure 2: A conventional dammed-hydro facility (hydroelectric dam) is the most common type of hydroelectric power 
generation. [20] 

3.1 Turbine 

A hydropower plant can be categorized as a high-, medium- or low-head1 plant. Typically, a 

low head plant has a height difference below 30 meters, a medium head plant below 300 

meter and a high head plant above 300 meters. Low- and medium head plants are built with 

reaction turbines such as Francis and Kaplan turbines, whereas high-head plants are built 

with Pelton wheel impulse turbines [14]. 

3.1.1 Reaction turbine  

Reaction turbines have a relatively low pressure head and typically use large volumes of 

water and operates at low speeds. Water flows from the penstock into the spiral casing 

where the water is distributed around its periphery. Stay rings and guide vanes guide the 

water in the correct angle towards the runner. The blades of the runner are completely 

submerged in water and enclosed in a pressurized casing. A pressure drop over the casing 

                                                      
1 Head is defined as the vertical distance between the upper and lower reservoir surfaces. 

Draft tube 
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makes the water flow through the runner that converts the pressure energy to mechanical 

torque on the shaft. Water exits through the draft tube that slows down the water and 

creates suction which increases the effective head. To control the power output, the guide 

vanes are adjustable and can be opened or closed, changing the flow of the water. 

 

Figure 3: Sketch over a hydropower turbine and generator. The wicket gates control the water flow that hits the runner 
blades. The shaft spins and turns generator to produces power [11]. 

3.1.2 Impulse turbine 

Impulse turbines such as Pelton wheels are used in plants with high heads. High pressure 

water from the penstock is converted to high velocity water jets by nozzles that strikes a set 

of bowl-shaped buckets attached to the runner. Kinetic energy is transferred to the runner 

by deflecting water jets on the buckets. Deflecting the water does not change the water 

pressure and the turbine can be placed in atmospheric pressure. This requires that the 

turbine must be above the tailwater level. Each nozzle has a needle in the center that 

controls the size of the water jet and thus the power. 

 

Figure 4: Main components of an impulse turbine Pelton wheel [21]. 
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3.1.3 Theoretical model of a turbine 

Using the Swing equation described in section 2.1.1, Eq. (1), a theoretical model that 

describes the rotational speed of  turbine can be obtained. When the generator is not 

delivering electrical power to the grid, 𝑃𝑔 = 0. A solution to the Swing equation then 

becomes 

 

𝜔(𝑡) = 𝜔(0) + √
2

𝐽
∫ 𝑃𝑚(𝜏)𝑑𝜏

𝑡

0

, (2) 

 

where 𝜔(0) is the initial rotational speed of the rotor. The mechanical power 𝑃𝑚 is 

approximated as 

 𝑃𝑚(𝑡) = 𝑃𝑌(𝑌(𝑡)) − 𝑘 ⋅ 𝜔(𝑡) (3) 

 

where 𝑃𝑌 is the power to the generator from the flowing water and depends on the guide 

vane position 𝑌(𝑡). 𝑘 is a friction loss coefficient defined as 

 
𝑘 =

𝑃𝑌(𝑌𝑆𝑁𝐿)

𝜔𝑛𝑜𝑚
 , (4) 

 

to make the mechanical power 0 when the guide vanes are at the speed-no-load position 

𝑌𝑆𝑁𝐿 and the speed of the shaft is at nominal speed 𝜔𝑛𝑜𝑚. 

The electrical frequency of the generator 𝑓𝑔𝑒𝑛 can be calculated as 

 
𝑓𝑔𝑒𝑛(𝑡) =

𝜔(𝑡)

2𝜋
⋅

𝑝

2
 , (5) 

 

where 𝑝 is the generator poles. The final equation then becomes 

 

𝑓𝑔𝑒𝑛(𝑡) = 𝑓𝑔𝑒𝑛(0) +
𝑝

4𝜋
√

2

𝐽
∫ [𝑃𝑌(𝑌(𝜏)) − 𝑘 ⋅

4𝜋𝑓(𝜏)

𝑝
] 𝑑𝜏

𝑡

0

, (6) 

 

where 𝑓𝑔𝑒𝑛(0) is the initial generator frequency. This equation describes the electrical 

generator frequency and can be solved implicitly. When the generator is connected to the 

grid, 𝑓𝑔𝑒𝑛 is assumed to be equal to the grid frequency. 
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4 Turbine governor functionality 
A turbine governor is a device that controls the turbines power output and rotational speed 

as well as leveling out differences between production and consumption of power on the 

grid. This is done by controlling the flow of water to the turbine in the most efficient way, 

i.e., such that the desired power output is acquired for the lowest possible flow. To 

accomplish this, a coordinated control of the guide vanes and rotor blades is required. This 

section describes how the turbine governor works, how it is built and what tasks it needs to 

handle. 

4.1 Basic understanding of governor functionality 

The early governors used in hydropower was of a mechanical-hydraulic type and used a 

version of the Watt centrifugal speed governor which at that time was used for controlling 

steam engines [14]. The system used two flyballs and was either mechanically connected to 

the rotor with belts or electrically with synchronous motors. 

Figure 5 below shows the basic principles of how this system worked. The flyballs were 

connected to a hydraulic valve through a lever. When the rotor speed increase, the flyballs 

would rotate outwards, pulling the lever up and making the hydraulic system closing the 

guide vanes. 

 

Figure 5: The flyball speed governor system was used  in the earlier days of hydropower. The system was of a 
mechanical-hydraulic that used flyballs and levers to control a hydraulic valve. [22] 

Today all the mechanical parts are replaced by a digital computer, often a Programmable 

Logic Controller (PLC). Sensors measure the rotor speed, guide vane position and power 

output and the computer outputs a signal to an electronically controlled hydraulic valve. 

Computers have made it easier to create more complex control systems compared to the 

mechanical system. 
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4.2 Programmable logic controller(PLC) 

A Programmable Logical Computer (PLC) is an industrial computer used for process 

automation and supervision. The PLC is extended with modules that can read and output 

analog and digital signals from and to the process. Figure 6 show a picture of a Siemens S7 

PLC. 

 

Figure 6: Picture of a Siemens S7-300 PLC. 

The PLC is programmed using graphical Functional Block Diagrams (FBD) with the software 

Step 7 from Siemens. Figure 7 shows an example of what FBD looks like. In addition to FBD, 

some of the functions are programmed using Structured Control Language (SCL). 

 

Figure 7: Functional Block Diagram of the logic that sets a flag to signal that the generator frequency is above 51 Hz. 

Cyclic program processing is the normal way the PLC executes, meaning that the user 

programs are executed in a continuous loop. Each cycle begins with reading inputs from the 

modules to memory. The programs are then executed one by one and the outputs are finally 

written to the modules from memory. 

4.3 Guide vane control 

In the following sections, a few necessary turbine governor functions are described, as a 

basis for the coming realization of the governor development platform. 

The main task for turbine governors is to control the guide vane position. Two common 

process values used as feedback from the plant are guide vane position and generator power 

output. Figure 8 shows the closed loop system when using the position as feedback (Opening 

control). This type of control system serves to position the guide vanes to the command 

signal 𝑌𝑟𝑒𝑓. 
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Figure 9 shows the closed loop system when power output is used as feedback. In this case 

the controller regulates the power output to match the command signal 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓 irrespective of 

head variations (Power control). In both types of controllers, any frequency deviation Δ𝑓 

affects the command signal by the specific droop. 

A difference between opening and power control is that the former is faster in the 

regulation while the latter allows for a more exact power setting and regulating strength. 

There is however a concern when using power output as feedback since the governor 

control is affected by both the hydrodynamics of waterways and grid disturbances. This is 

why Vattenfall has decided not to use power output as feedback in their turbine governors. 

 

Figure 8: Opening control uses the guide vane position as feedback. 

 

Figure 9: Power control uses the power output as feedback. 

4.4 PID Controller 

Proportional-integral-derivative controllers (PID controller) are very common and used in a 

wide range of industrial control applications. A PID controller continuously calculates an 

error 𝑒(𝑡) as the difference between a set point 𝑟(𝑡) and a measured process value 𝑦(𝑡). 

The PID controller attempts to minimize the error over time by adjusting the control value 

𝑢(𝑡). In the standard form, the PID controller is expressed as 

 
𝑢(𝑡) = 𝐾𝑝 (𝑒(𝑡) +

1

𝑇𝑖
∫ 𝑒(𝜏)𝑑𝜏

𝑡

0

+ 𝑇𝑑

𝑑

𝑑𝑡
𝑒(𝑡)), (7) 

 

where 𝑢 is the control value, 𝐾𝑝 is the gain, 𝑇𝑖 is the integral time and 𝑇𝑑 is the derivative 

time. Figure 10 shows a block diagram of a PID controller in a feedback loop. 
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Figure 10: Block diagram of a PID controller in a feedback loop. 𝒓(𝒕) is the desired process value, 𝒚(𝒕) is the measured 
process value, 𝒆(𝒕) is the error and 𝒖(𝒕) is the control value to the process. 

4.5 Frequency control 

Hydropower units participating in primary control change their power output in relation to 

the frequency on the grid. When the frequency decreases, the power output increases, and 

conversely, when the frequency increases the power output decreases. 

The command signal 𝑌𝑟𝑒𝑓 is a reference value sent to the governor, calculated from the 

requested production from the operator. Any frequency deviation Δ𝑓 = 𝑓 − 𝑓0 changes the 

set point for the guide vanes through the droop 𝐸𝑝, 

𝑌𝑠𝑝
∗ = 𝑌𝑟𝑒𝑓 −

𝑓 − 𝑓0

𝐸𝑝
, 

where 𝑓 is the frequency on the grid, 𝑓0 is the wanted frequency on the grid, i.e., 50 Hz and 

𝑌𝑠𝑝
∗  is the working set point. 

Figure 11 shows the common regulator structure for the opening control used in all of 

Vattenfall’s turbine governors when the guide vane position 𝑌 is used as feedback. The 

power control looks similar where 𝑌𝑟𝑒𝑓 and 𝑌 are replaced by 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓 and 𝑃. The regulator 

consists of a PID set point controller used as a filter for the working set point, followed by a 

proportional servo controller around the guide vane position. 
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Figure 11: Simplified version of the regulator structure used in Vattenfall’s turbine governors for the guide vane 
controller. This image is derived from [23]. 

4.6 Kaplan blade angle control 

For Kaplan turbines, the runner blade angle can be adjustable, allowing the turbine to be 

efficient for a broader span of water discharge than the Francis turbine. The turbine 

efficiency depend on the net head, guide vane position and runner blade angle. The 

mechanism for controlling and maintaining the specified relation between guide vane 

position, net head and runner blade angle in a Kaplan turbine is called combinator [24]. For 

every set of values of the net head and guide vane position, there exists an runner blade 

angle that gives the best optimal performance. 

The turbine governor controls both the guide vane position and the blade angle if the 

turbine is a Kaplan type. The governor contains a lookup table, obtained from empirical so 

called index tests, which relates the net head and guide vane position to an optimal blade 

angle. Figure 12 shows how the combinator in the turbine governor works. The governor has 

a function that calculates the optimal angle 𝛼𝑟𝑒𝑓 from the guide vane position 𝑌 and the net 

head 𝑁ℎ𝑑 based the lookup table. The regulator for the runner blades is either a P or a PI 

controller where the integral function is specially designed to minimize overshoots. The 

output 𝛼𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑙 is then used as the control signal for the actuator that moves the blades. 

Optimal runner 
blade angle

+
-

αref

α

Nhd

Y

αctrlPI

 

Figure 12: Simplified version of the regulator structure used in Vattenfall’s turbine governors for the runner blade 
controller. 
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4.7 Starting of the unit 

In this section, the startup process of a hydropower unit is described. Figure 13 shows how 

the guide vane set point changes during the startup, with vertical dashed lines marking an 

event and numbers corresponding to a state. 

The starting sequence of the unit begins when the turbine governor receives a start signal 

from the operator at 1. If all conditions are met, the guide vanes and runner blades are set 

to their respective start positions at 2. As the water starts to flow, the turbine begins to 

rotate. 

At point 3, the turbine has reached 90 % of its nominal speed and speed control is activated 

in order for the rotor to reach nominal speed. The set point is changed to speed-no-load 

position which is the position at which the rotor will spin close to the nominal speed without 

any load attached. At 4 the turbine is spinning at nominal speed and frequency control is 

activated in order for the rotor to start following the grid frequency. The governor waits for 

the synchronoscope to fulfill the voltage phase criteria for grid synchronisation and close the 

circuit breaker. At 5, the synchronoscope closes the circuit breaker and the unit starts to 

deliver electricity to the grid. The guide vanes are opened and the output power increases 

until the set point received from the dispatch center has been reached at point 6. 

 

Figure 13: How the set point for the guide vanes change during start and stop. (1) The unit receives a start signal. (2) The 
guide vanes has reached the start position. (3) The rotor has reached 90% of nominal rotational speed. (4) The rotor 
rotates at nominal rotational speed. (5) The circuit breaker closes and the unit is connected to the grid. (6) The unit is at 
desired operating point. (7) The unit receives a stop signal. (0) The circuit breaker opens and the unit stops. 
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4.8 Stopping the unit 

There are different ways the unit stops, four of these are described below. These four cases 

covers together all the functionality that the governor needs to have implemented. There 

may exist other events that shuts down the unit but the shutdown process falls into one of 

the four cases below. How the guide vane set point changes during stop is shown in Figure 

13. 

4.8.1 Normal stop 

Normal stop occurs when the unit receives a stop indication from the dispatch center. The 

guide vanes are gradually moved to speed-no-load position. At point 0 all conditions for 

disconnecting the generator from the grid are met and the generator is disconnected form 

the grid. This can happen at any time during 7 but usually occurs when the power from the 

generator to the grid is close to 0. The guide vanes are closed and the turbine spins down. 

When the turbine reaches 30 % of its nominal speed, mechanical brakes are activated. This 

allows the unit to be stopped in a smooth and controlled way and is the normal way of 

stopping the unit. 

4.8.2 Quick stop (Snabbavlastat stopp) 

The mechanical protection system orders a stop of the unit, quick stop (or Snabbavlastat 

stopp (SAS) in Swedish). In this case the guide vanes are closed faster compared to normal 

stop, compare the slopes between the blue and dashed black line in Figure 13 from point 7. 

For the governor the rest of the stop sequence behaves similar as in normal stop. 

4.8.3 Load rejection 

The generator breaker is opened during normal operation. This does not necessarily happen 

because of a critical error and the unit is allowed to resynchronize with the grid, see Section 

4.10.2 about load rejection. If this is not allowed the guide vanes are closed to speed-no-load 

position just as in the case for quick stop. Transition into step 0 is however different and 

occurs when the turbine has slowed down and the guide vanes are at speed-no-load 

position. 

4.8.4 Emergency stop (Electric fault) 

At an emergency stop, the generator breaker is opened before the guide vanes have time to 

close. This can happened because of an electrical fault to protect other electrical systems. In 

this case, the governor transitions directly into step 0 and the guide vanes are closed fast to 

prevent rotor runaway. 
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4.9 EP-modes 

Table 1 lists four discrete settings used in all of Vattenfall’s turbine governors. These settings 

are called 𝐸𝑝-modes and determine how fast and how much the unit should compensate for 

frequency deviations. This is done by changing the parameters for the PID regulator and the 

droop. 𝐸𝑝0 is the slowest setting and 𝐸𝑝3 is the fastest. The PID regulator derivative part is 

not used in normal operation, only when large disturbances occurs it may be used. The 

relation between the integral time 𝑇𝑖 and 𝐾𝑖 is 𝑇𝑖 = 𝐾𝑖/𝐾𝑝. 

Table 1: Discrete Ep settings used in Vattenfall’s turbine governors 

Parameter 𝐸𝑝0 𝐸𝑝1 𝐸𝑝2 𝐸𝑝3 

𝐸𝑝  0.1 0.04 0.02 0.01 

𝐾𝑝  1 1 1 2 

𝐾𝑖  1/6 5/12 5/6 5/6 

 

4.10 Special cases of operation modes 

There are four types of special cases that the governor needs to handle. These cases are 

described briefly in the sections below. 

4.10.1 Synchronous condenser 

Some hydropower units can operate as synchronous condensers. In this mode the unit still 

provide inertia to the gird and voltage control but does not produce any active power. This is 

achieved by closing the guide vanes while still being connected to the grid and emptying the 

turbine casing of water so the turbine spins freely in air. To start producing electricity the 

guide vanes only needs to be opened. 

4.10.2 Load rejection 

Sometimes a unit may experience a load rejection, where the generator suddenly loses its 

load. A load rejection does not necessarily mean that something is broken and the unit can 

often be resynchronized with the grid directly after. As the load is dropped the electrical 

breaking torque from the generator disappears and the rotor starts to accelerate. To prevent 

rotor runaway, the speed at which the guide vanes are allowed to close is higher than 

normal and the guide vanes are moved to the speed-no-load position. When the rotor has 

slowed down to nominal speed, it is ready for resynchronization. 
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4.10.3 Abnormal grid-frequency 

When the grid frequency deviates too much from 50 Hz, the governor can switch to an 

operating mode with a lower droop that makes it more aggressive to frequency deviations. 

Two different modes exists, deviating frequency mode2 with notation 𝐸𝑝𝑑, and high 

frequency derivative mode3 with notation 𝐸𝑝𝑑𝑓.   

𝐸𝑝𝑑 is activated when the frequency deviates by more than 250 mHz from 50 Hz. 𝐸𝑝𝑑𝑓 is 

activated when the frequency derivative is larger than 70 mHz/s and 𝐸𝑝𝑑 is active. Both of 

these modes are inactivated if a new 𝐸𝑝-mode is selected or an acknowledge comes from 

the dispatch center. 𝐸𝑝𝑑𝑓 is often disabled and not used. 

Activation and duration of these modes are controller by timers. Figure 14 shows how these 

modes interact and the resulting 𝐸𝑝-mode. 𝐸𝑝𝑑 deactivates when frequency deviation is 

below 250 mHz for 30 seconds. 𝐸𝑝𝑑𝑓 is deactivated after 30 seconds of activation and 

cannot be activated again until 60 seconds has passed after deactivation. 

 

Figure 14: Deviating frequency mode, 𝑬𝒑𝒅, and high frequency derivative mode, 𝑬𝒑𝒅𝒇, are two modes the turbine 

governor can activate if the grid frequency is deviating from 50 Hz. These modes are controlled by timers and the 
resulting mode is given by 𝑬𝒑-mode. 

 

4.10.4 Islandic grid 

In case of a large system disturbance, parts of the power system can lose synchronism and 

continue to operate as electrical islands. Such island conditions may require different 

controller action than normal operation.  
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5 IEC 61850 information model and communication 

standard 
The following section introduces the principles for the new communication standard IEC 

61850, how it is structured and how it differs from the current way of managing information 

and data in a power system.  

Communication has always played a crucial role in the real-time operation of a power 

system. In the 1960, when digital communication became a viable option, data acquisition 

systems were installed to automatically collect measurement data from processes. Since 

bandwidth was a limiting factor, the communication protocols were optimized for operation 

on low bandwidth [25]. 

Today, thousands of analog and digital data points are available in a single Intelligent 

Electrical Device (IED) and communication bandwidth is much higher today. The cost of 

implementing a data acquisition system has now become the configuration and 

documentation of components. 

IEC 61850 is a standard developed by the IEC Technical Committee TC57 that focuses on 

power system management and associated information exchange. The goal of IEC 61850 is 

to define both an information model and a communication infrastructure that allows 

seamless integration of IEDs into higher level devices that is vendor independent and allows 

devices from multiple vendors to be integrated together. The standard provides a 

comprehensive model for how power system devices should organize their data in a manner 

that is independent of device type and manufacturer. The models are abstract and can 

describe either a real physical device or a function of a device. The standard also includes 

services that allow devices to automatically configure themselves, which eliminates much of 

the tedious configuration. The abstract model view of the device and its objects is then 

mapped to a communication specific protocol stack as MMS, TCP/IP and Ethernet. 

Figure 15 shows an example of the abstract data model defined by IEC 61850. The top device 

in the model is a physical device that is connected to the network and is defined by its 

network address. Within each physical device, there exists one or more logical devices. Each 

logical device in turn contains one or more logical nodes which is a named group of data and 

associated services that is locally related to some power system function. For example, the 

logical node used for modelling switches with short circuit breaking capability (XCBR) 

contains information about the position of the breaker and provides services for controlling 

the position, i.e., open or close the breaker [26]. 
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Physical Device: IED (Governor)

Logical Device: Turbine Information

Logicl Node: GUNT1

Data: ReqSt Data: GridMod

Logicl Node: HSPD1

Data: SpdPct Data: SpdSNL

DA: ctlVal
{int32}

DA: stVal
{int32}

DA: stVal
{double}

DA: stVal
{TRUE/FALSE}

 

Figure 15: Abstract data model of the IEC 61850 standard.   

Each logical node contains one or more data objects were each data object has a unique 

name. These object names are determined by the standard and are functionally related to 

the power systems purpose. Each data object within the logical node conforms to the 

specification of the common data class (CDC) specified in IEC 61850-7-3  and each CDC 

describes the type and structure of the data within the logical node. 

 

5.1 IEC 61850-7-510 extension for hydropower 

IEC Technical Committee TC57 is divided up into a series of working groups. Working Group 

WG18 is responsible for extending information models for monitoring and control in 

hydroelectric power plants with the extension IEC 61850-7-410 [27] for hydropower. IEC 

61850-7-510 [28] is a technical report created by this working group that explains the basic 

communication structures for hydroelectric power plants with modeling concepts and 

guidelines. It shows a minimalistic example of the most fundamental parts that 

manufacturers agrees upon.  

The functionality of the governor can be separated into three logical devices, Turbine 

Information, Controllers and Actuators. Figure 16 shows an example of how these logical 

devices are used together. 
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Figure 16: Use of the logical node HGOV. Image taken from [28]. 

The logical device Turbine information mainly concerns information about the state of the 

unit and measurements from the plant such as water levels, flows, power production and 

grid frequency. Logical nodes contained in this logical device is the large general production 

unit (GUNT), the hydropower specific logical node for speed monitoring (HSPD) and the 

logical node Measurement (MMXU) for measuring power, voltage, currents and impedances 

in a three-phase system. GUNT represents the physical device of a hydropower production 
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unit. It holds information about the present operation state and is used to receive 

commands to change the status of the unit. The state of the grid can also be accessed 

through this logical node. HSPD monitors the speed of the turbine and contains speed limits 

and set points used by other functions. MMXU contains information about the power 

production from the unit and the grid frequency. 

The logical device Controllers is a larger block made up of combinations of different single 

controllers that interact with each other. The output from this combination of controllers 

acts as a control signal for the actuators. Each controller with its corresponding control 

modes is represented by the logical node governor control mode (HGOV). 

The logical device “Actuators” mainly concerns the position of the guide vanes and runner 

blades and the corresponding failures of the positioning circuit. This logical device contains 

the hydropower specific logical nodes guide vanes (HTGV) and runner blades (HTRB). The 

status and position of the control valve for the hydraulics is represented by the mechanical 

and non-electric primary equipment logical node valve control (KVLV). 

 

5.2 Main differences between IEC 61850 and current governor setup 

The way data communication is carried out according to IEC 61850 is very different 

compared to the existing environment. Today, data is transmitted between IEDs either 

through a Profibus fieldbus4 or by wiring the output from one IED to the input of another. In 

the case of electrical wiring, the output from one IED controls the current or voltage on a 

wire while the input on another IED read the voltage or current from the wire. The data sent 

in this way is thus very simple, mostly on or off signals, since each bit of the data to be 

transferred needs its own wire. 

Profibus eliminates much of the wiring by connecting the IED to a computer network over 

which the data is transferred. Reading and writing data over Profibus is done by specifying 

the memory location and size of the data on the bus. A separate list needs to be maintained 

where the data is related to the address. When programming new devices or updating 

existing, this list needs to be used in order to know where the data is located and how to 

access it. 

The governor today has been built to be generic and it supports both ways of 

communicating. The functionality has thus partly been built around how the communication 

is carried out In order to support both. The naming and structure has been chosen for the 

occasion at that moment and originates from “traditions” and control loops used from the 

electronic era [23]. 

                                                      
4 A fieldbus is an industrial computer network used to exchange data between devices. 
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When developing the IEC 61850 standard, focus has been on creating a good hierarchic 

information and service structure. The standard is built on the principle that data inherits 

from well-defined common data classes and that the data name follows a defined semantic 

that describes the data. The principles for how data is transferred across different media has 

been left to other existing standardized models, such as mms, tcp/ip and Ethernet. The 

purpose of the standard is to facilitate the management and handling of data between 

different subsystems as well as within a system. 

 

5.3 IEC 61850 standard is still under development for hydropower 

In the beginning of 2016, the IEC 61850 standard for hydropower was updated and a 

number of logical nodes were changed [29]. This was done to make it more generalized and 

include new functionality for steam plants, as they have many things in common with 

hydropower plants. 

Today, the Canadian utility Hydro Québec are building a simulated control system that 

follows the 61850 standard where parts of a plant can be simulated. People responsible for 

the project is also a part of the development process of the IEC 61850 standard for 

hydropower. The project is open source and are built with open source software [30] [31]. 

The project will be used to test manufacturers implementation of the 61850 standard for 

hydropower. 
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6 Simulink as a controller development tool 
Simulink is a tool that is widely used today to develop and test control systems. It is used for 

instance in the aviation industry to design, i.e., fuel systems and auto pilots. Vattenfall uses 

Simulink for a number of application, e.g., as a development tool for windfarm controllers. 

Simulink has a big user community and a number of toolboxes that make testing and 

developing relatively easy. With Simulink, test-driven development of the governor is 

possible when good hydropower plant models are available. 

Developing the turbine governor in Simulink would have many benefits such as: 

• possibility to run test cases to analyze how the governor behaves in different situations 

before implementing it to a hardware. 

• use established and readily available models of waterways, turbines, generators, 

control devices and power systems. 

• easy implementation and testing of new control strategies and filters. 

• user friendly graphical environment and state-of-the-art debugging tools. 

6.1 Hardware implementation and testing with Simulink 

Simulink supports code generation of models which makes it possible to implement the 

developed models on to embedded systems and Programmable Logical Computers (PLCs). 

Simulink also supports hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulations where the code can be tested 

running on the embedded system. 

Over the past 20 years, hardware-in-the-loop testing of Electronic Control Units (ECU) has 

become an integral part of the embedded software verification process. Specifically, ECU 

software is tested by running the actual controller with a real-time simulation of the system 

that it is designed to control, with actual signal exchange between the electronic control 

units and the simulator. This technology is extensively used in the aerospace, automotive 

and rail transportation industries [32]. 

The benefits of doing HIL simulations are: 

• Control strategies can be tested before the actual plant it will control is build or 

available 

• The risk of damaging the plant is eliminated, thus reducing cost and risk 

• Fault conditions can be easily tested 

• Testing the hardware with the plant running in off-design conditions 

• Reducing the risk for bugs and errors when implementing the real governor in the plant 

 

Figure 17 shows how Simulink can be used for hardware in the loop simulations. When 

running HIL simulations with Simulink, a real-time computer is used as a virtual 

representation of the physical system (plant) and a real version of the controller. The real-
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time computer is running a model of the plant and the controller contains software that is 

generated from the controller model. The controller contains an interface towards the real-

time computer through which it can control and receive feedback from the plant. The 

Simulink software is connected to the real-time machine and the user can control the plant 

and get feedback from the simulation in real time from the Application. 

Simulation of plant
(Real-time computer)

Controller (ECU) System

Actuators

Sensors

Simulink
(Desktop)

Model

PlantController (ECU)

Application

 

Figure 17: The controller hardware (ECU) contains software generated from the controller model. A real-time computer 
simulates the plant model and the ECU contains an interface to the real-time computer to control the simulated plant. 
From Simulink, the simulation can be supervised and the plant can be controlled in real time. 

There are two possible options for generating code to a PLC from a Simulink model that can 

later be implemented on the hardware. The first option is to generate embedded C code. 

This requires a PLC that can be programmed using C/C++ and the Simulink Coder toolbox. 

The other option is to generate structured text from the model. This has the advantage that 

is can be implemented on most of the PLCs but with the disadvantage of restricting the 

functionality of Simulink. A description of the toolboxes is seen below.  

Simulink Coder toolbox 

Simulink coder generates and executes C and C++ code from Simulink diagrams. The 

generated source code can then be implemented in applications outside of MATLAB. This 

makes it possible to create very complex control structures in Simulink that later can be 

installed on embedded devices.  

Simulink PLC Coder toolbox 

Simulink PLC Coder generates hardware-independent IEC 61131-3 Structured Text and 

Ladder Diagrams from Simulink models. The Structured Text and Ladder Diagrams are 

generated in PLCopen XML. These can then be imported to the developing environment for 

numerous different PLCs.  
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7 Realization of the development platform 
This section describes how different functions is implemented in a development 

environment based on Simulink. 

7.1 Hydropower plant model in Simulink 

The Simulink platform consists of a hierarchy of models where HydroPowerSystem is the top 

model. Figure 18 shows an image taken from Simulink showing the HydroPowerSystem 

model. This model connects the Governor (in Orange) to models of other components in a 

hydropower station. Blue boxes are sources for signals such as start and stop from dispatch 

center, water reservoir levels, position of circuit breaker and grid frequency. The green box 

is a model for the turbine and guide vanes and is controlled by the output from the 

governor. The Yellow box to the left groups all signals to the governor to a single input bus5 

while the right yellow box extracts the signal from an output bus. 

 

Figure 18: HydroPowerSystem is the top model for the development platform. All models are located inside this model 
and connects them together. It consists of a turbine governor model (Orange), turbine and generator model (Green) and 
provides sources for other signals (Blue) such as dispatch center, water reservoir levels and grid frequency. 

All signals that goes to and from the governor are grouped into buses depending on where 

the signal originate from and where they should go. These buses are specified in an Excel 

workbook. Figure 19 shows an example of a bus specification for the signals going from the 

turbine model to the governor model. A signal represents a data attribute in IEC 61850 and 

specifies the logical node the data is located inside, the data name, a description and 

settings for Simulink. Each sheet in the workbook defines a bus in Simulink. 

                                                      
5 A buss in Simulink is a group of signals bundled together. 
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Figure 19: All signals are grouped together in buses in Simulink. All buses are specified in an Excel workbook where each 
sheet defines a bus. A signal represents a data attribute in IEC 61850 and is specified in the workbook sheet. 

Figure 20 shows the turbine governor model built in Simulink. It consists of three sub 

models, turbine information (GovTurInf), Controller (GovContr), Actuators (GovAct) and 

Combinator (Combinator). These corresponds to the logical devices that is recommended to 

use by IEC 61850, see Section 5.1. 

It is divided into three sub models corresponding to the logical devices inside the governor 

according to IEC 61850-7-510. The sub models are Turbine information (GovTurInf), 

Controller (GovContr) and Actuator (GovAct). 

 

Figure 20: The Governor model (top view). 

7.2 Mapping the operating modes to IEC 61850 

The first step in the work is to map information to logical nodes defined in IEC 61850. In the 

governor there is a lot of information that needs to be mapped to the new standard. Given 

below is an example of how the different operating modes have been handled.  

The hydropower unit has eight different modes of operation. Four of these are EP0-EP3 and 

they are selected by the operator. The other four are the special cases; Synchronous 
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condenser, Disturbed frequency, Disturbed frequency + high derivative of the frequency and 

Islandic grid. These last four are automatically activated by the governor. 

One way of representing these modes is to use the logical node Control mode selection 

(ACTM) defined in IEC 61850-7-410 [27] and instantiate a logical node for each operating 

mode. Table 2 shows how an instance of the logical node ACTM for each available operating 

mode can be defined, all operating modes is defined in the logical device “Turbine 

Information”. ACTM1 - ACTM4 and ACTM7 is activated by signals from DC or from the 

station while the rest is activated automatically by the governor. 

Table 2: Each operating mode can be represented by an instance of the logical node ACTM. 

Mode Logical Node 

EP0 GovTurInf/ACTM1 

EP1 GovTurInf/ACTM2 

EP2 GovTurInf/ACTM3 

EP3 GovTurInf/ACTM4 

FCR-D GovTurInf/ACTM5 

FCR-D + 

large 

frequency 

derivative 

GovTurInf/ACTM6 

Islandic Grid GovTurInf/ACTM7 

Synchronous 

Condenser 
GovTurInf/ACTM8 

 

7.3 Implementation of Guide Vane controller 

The main task of the turbine governor is to control the position of the guide vanes. The guide 

vane controller has been implemented in the Simulink model. Figure 21 shows how the 

regulator structure in the turbine governor can be divided into the separate functions 

described in IEC 61850 without changing any functionality. The opening control function 

determines the optimal set point for the guide vanes and is represented by the green area. 

The speed control function outputs a speed reference value that is used by the opening 

control function and is represented by the red area. Opening and speed control are 

represented by the logical node Governor control mode (HGOV) and are a part of the logical 

device Controller. 
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Figure 21: A schematic diagram over the guide vanes controller where the signals are mapped to IEC 61850. 

The Orange area is the Guide vane controller located in the logical device Actuators. It 

receives the set point for the guide vanes from the opening control function and contains a P 

regulator that controls the movement of the guide vanes, open or close, relative to the 

difference between position and set point. 

7.4 Implementation of Kaplan blade angle control 

If the turbine is of Kaplan type the governor also has to control the runner blade angle. A 

function for regulating the blade angle is thus implemented in the Simulink model. 

Figure 22 shows a schematic diagram of the Kaplan blade angle controller where all the 

names of the signals are named according to their IEC 61850 equivalents. The combinator, 

i.e., the mechanism that adjusts the blade angle, is represented by the logical node 

Combinator (HCOM) that determines the optimal set point for the runner blades depending 

on the head and the guide vane position. 

 

Figure 22: A schematic diagram of the runner blades controller, based on the standard IEC 61850. 
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7.5 Implementation of sequence 

Controlling the status of a hydropower unit is a very complex process involving many 

different tasks that needs to be performed and synchronized. In IEC 61850-7-410 for 

hydropower the logical node Generic control action sequencer (ASEQ) is defined. This logical 

node is to be used for controlling and supervise different sequences. A sequence is defined 

as a number of steps where transitions between the steps are ruled by certain conditions. 

Figure 23 shows an example of a simplified version of a start sequence from the state 

‘Stopped’ to the state ‘Speed no load not excited’, a more detailed version can be seen in IEC 

61850-7-510. The logical node Large general production unit (GUNT) is used to keep track of 

the state of the unit and to request a new state. In the beginning of the sequence in Figure 

23, the unit is in the state ‘Stopped’. When the operator request the state ‘Speed no load 

not excited’, a transition from step 0 to step 1 occurs if the prestart conditions are satisfied. 

The state of the unit is changed to ‘Starting’ and the turbine governor is activated. When the 

rotor has reached synchronous speed corresponding to the nominal speed, the unit is in the 

state ‘Speed no load not excited’ and the sequencer continues to step 2 which is the final 

step of the sequence. 

Step 0
SeqSnlExtStr/ASEQ.StpPos.stVal = 0
SeqSnlExtStr/ASEQ.SeqCmpl.stVal = false

Step 1

SeqSnlExtStr/ASEQ.StrCmd.stVal = true ’Start order’
Gen/GUNT.ReqSt.ctVal = 2 ’Operator requests SnlNExt’
SeqSnlExt/ASEQ.PreSeq.stVal ’prestart conditions satisfied’

SeqSnlExtStr/ASEQ.StpPos.stVal = 1
Gen/GUNT.UntOpSt.stVal = 3 ’Starting’
Gen/GUNT.UntOpMod = 1 ’Generating mode’
HGOV.ModAct.ctlVal = true ’Activate turbine governor’

Step 2

HGOV.ModAct.stVal &
HSPD.SpdSyn.stVal ’Synchronous speed’

SeqSnlExtStr/ASEQ.StpPos.stVal = 2
SeqSnlExtStr/ASEQ.SeqCmpl.stVal = true ’State condition reached’
Gen/GUNT.UntOpSt.stVal = 6 ’Speed no load not excited’

 

Figure 23: Start sequence from state stopped to state speed no load not excited, proposed by the standard. 

This way of sequencing a hydropower unit according to IEC 61850-4-510 has not been 

implemented in the Simulink model since it requires other station components outside the 

turbine governor to also follow the standard. 

7.6 Hardware implementation 

A practical implementation on the hardware is an important next step after desktop 

simulations to verify the model's capabilities to run in real-time. No implementation has 

been carried out but how it can be done has still been evaluated. For this, the solution from 

two suppliers has been investigated. 
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A brief analysis of possible products for the implementation on the hardware has been 

made. Two different products and their capabilities are described briefly below.  

A practical implementation on the hardware is an important next step after desktop 

simulations to verify the model's capabilities to run in real-time. 

7.6.1 Implementation on ABB hardware 

A model in Simulink can be autogenerated into embedded C code or structured text. If 

embedded C code is generated, the PLC needs to be able to be programed using C code. 

With ABBs PLC series AC500, it is possible to program the PLC using C code. This would make 

it possible to use auto generated code form Simulink to implement certain functions on the 

PLC. It still needs to be verified with ABB if this solution is possible. 

If structured text is generated from the model, this code should be possible to implement on 

any of ABBs PLCs. However, using structured text limits the functionality that can be used in 

Simulink. 

7.6.2 Simulink support of Beckhoff hardware 

Another manufacturer of PLCs that has been investigated is Beckhoff. The reason is that 

Beckhoff have been of interest in Vattenfall’s windfarm controller project and the PV-battery 

control project. Beckhoff’s developing environment for their PLC can be integrated with 

Simulink. Models build in Simulink can be exported to their environment and then 

programmed on to the PLC. They also support real-time debugging and HIL simulations with 

their development environment for some of their PLCs. 
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8 Validation of the implementation 
In this section simulation results from running simulations are used to verify that the model 

of the governor behaves as expected. To validate the models, test data from the 

hydropower plant Akkats was used as input to the governor models. Output from the 

simulations is then compared with the data from the governor at Akkats. 

8.1 Guide vane Controller 

Simulation results have been compared with Akkats test data to verify the guide vane 

controller implementation described in Section 7.3.  

Figure 24 shows a comparison between the output from the simulation and the governor in 

Akkats. The top plot in Figure 24 shows the set point value 𝑌𝑠𝑝 for the guide vanes and the 

bottom plot shows the control value 𝑌𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑙  that is the control value to the actuators, see 

Figure 11. Table 3 lists the settings used in the controller that is of relevance for this 

validation. 

Table 3: Settings used in the controller during the simulation. 

Parameters Values 

Operator set point (Opening control) 0.825 
Droop (Opening control) 0.04 
KP (Opening control) 1 
TI (Opening control) 2.4 seconds 
KP (Gain, Guide vane controller) 14 
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Figure 24: The red line plot shows the measured data taken from a real plant test. The black line with markers shows the 
output from the simulated controller model. The top plot shows the guide vane set point 𝒀𝒔𝒑 while the bottom plot 

shows the control signal 𝒀𝒄𝒕𝒓𝒍  to the actuators, see Figure 11. 

For higher set point values, the model seems to give larger output in the simulation 

compared to Akkats test data. The difference could be caused by errors in the 

measurements or slightly different parameter settings. It was seen that the measurements 

had an offset that needed to be removed before using them as input to the model. These 

offsets could change depending on amplitude of signal. 
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8.1.1 Kaplan blade angle controller 

Simulation results have been compared with Akkats test data to verify the blade angle 

controller implementation described in Section 7.4.  

Figure 25 shows a comparison between the output from the simulation and test data from 

Akkats. The upper plot shows the optimal runner blade angle set point 𝛼𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 in degrees. 

The lower plot shows the control signal 𝛼𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙 to the actuator. The parameters used for 

the Kaplan blade angle control are listed in Table 4. 

Table 4: Settings used in the Kaplan blade angle controller. 

KP (Regulator) 14 
TI (Regulator) 0 [s] 
Maximum angle rate 0.67 [degrees/s] 
Maximum angle 22 [degrees] 
Minimum angle 0 [degrees] 

 

 

Figure 25: The top figure shows the output from the combinator that gives the optimal runner blade angle. The bottom 
figure shows the control signal from the PI regulator. 
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8.2 Validation of start sequence – Akkats 

To validate the startup sequence, the turbine governor model was tested against data from 

a real startup test for the generating unit G3 at the hydropower plant Akkats. Three 

simulations were performed, these are listed in Table 5. Table 6 and Table 7 lists the 

parameters used during the simulations.  

Table 5: Simulations performed during startup test. 

Simulation Notation 

1 Model of turbine developed in Section 3.1.3 are used as input to the 
governor model. 

2 Measured data for rotational speed and guide vane position are used as 
input to the governor model. 

3 Measured data for rotational speed and guide vane position are used as 
input to the governor model and PID parameters are adjusted. 

 

Table 6: Governor parameters used for the simulation during startup. 

Set point parameters Values 

Set point, Start 0.20 [pu] 
Set point, SNL 0.08 [pu] 
Set point, Operator 0.77 @ t=278s [pu] 
Set point ramp, Start 1/90 [pu/s] 
Set point ramp, Load rejection 1/90 [pu/s] 
  
PID parameters  

𝐸𝑃* 2 (0.04) 
𝐾𝑃* 1 (2) 
𝑇𝐼* 5 (3) [s] 

* The values in parenthesis was used in the simulation Sim3  
 

Table 7: Physical properties used for the turbine G3 in the hydropower plant Akkats used in simulation Sim1. 

Parameter Values 

Turbine inertia (Runner + Generator) 1.14 x 10^6 [𝐾𝑔 ⋅ 𝑚2] 
Nominal Speed 166.67 [rpm] 
Generator poles 36 

 

8.2.1 Simulation 1 – Model of turbine and guide vanes 

In the first simulation the model for the turbine developed in Section 3.1.3 is used as input 

to the governor model, see Figure 26. 
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Figure 26: In simulation 1, a model for the rotor speed and guide vane position are used. 

Figure 27 shows the rotor speed and compares the simulation with measured values. This 

turbine model is accurate enough to test the startup from step 0 to step 2. As will be shown 

later, step 3 and 4 requires a better model if more accurate results are needed because the 

error in speed highly influences the set point value. This model does however give a rough 

indication of how the controller behaves during the test sequence. 

 

Figure 27: Comparison between measured and simulated rotor rotational speed. The rotor is modeled. 

  

Governor 

Turbine model 

Guide vane model 
𝑌 

Rotorspeed 
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Figure 28 shows the sequence step number during the startup process. The observed step 

number is not measured but has been obtained by looking at the measurement data and 

knowing what conditions that triggers a transition between two steps. 

Difference between timing of transitions are due to the rotor speeds being different as seen 

in Figure 27. Transition from step 3 to 4 occurs when the speed has surpassed 99% of 

nominal speed for at least 3 seconds. In the simulation, this speed is achieved at t=247 s and 

the circuit breaker closes at t=249 s. Step 4 is thus skipped but is not due to an error in the 

governor model. 

 

Figure 28: Step number during the startup process. The red line shows the observed step number that is obtained by 
looking at the measured data. The black dashed line shows the step number during the simulation of the startup process. 
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Figure 29 shows the output from the guide vane set point controller during the startup 

process. The simulation shows similar output as the measurements except between t=225 s 

and t=250 s which corresponds to sequence step number 3 and 4. Figure 30 shows a closer 

view of the rectangle in Figure 29. 

 

Figure 29: Startup sequence simulated using a model of the rotor. 𝒀𝒔𝒑 , see Figure 11,is the output from the guide vane set 

point controller. The model and the real governor behaves identlically, except for a period between 230 and 250 seconds 
where a deviation can be seen. The area in the gray dashed box is enlarged in Figure 30. 

 

Figure 30: Closer view of the deviation during startup. The deviation occurs during sequence step number 3 and 4 when 
speed control is active. 
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8.2.2 Simulation 2 – Measurements used as input 

In Simulation 2, measurements of rotor speed and guide vane position are used as input to 

the governor model. Removing the turbine and guide vane models removes any error 

induced by those models. This would be similar as having exact models for the turbine, guide 

vane and governor. If the parameter settings would be equal in the governor and model, the 

simulated set point should be identical to the measured. As can be seen in Figure 31, there is 

a discrepancy which is likely caused by different parameter settings as investigated in 

Simulation 3 in the next section. 

 

Figure 31: In simulation 2, measured signals are used as input to the model instead of using a turbine and guide vane 
model. The deviation indicates that there is some difference between the model and the real system. 
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8.2.3 Simulation 3 – changed PID parameters 

To see if the parameter settings could have been different during the startup test in Akkats, 

the parameters during load rejection has been changed in simulation 3. These are used 

during sequence step 3 and 4 when the deviation occurs. 

Changing the droop to a lower value increases the rotor speed’s influence on the guide vane 

set point. Figure 32 shows the result after changing the droop parameter to 0.01. 𝐾𝑝 and 𝑇𝑖 

have been selected such that the model gives similar output as the measurements. At t=243 

s, the rotor has reached nominal speed and the governor starts to match the rotor speed to 

the grid frequency. The grid frequency was not measured during the startup test at Akkats 

and is set to 50 Hz in the model. This is why there is a difference from that point in time. 

 

Figure 32: Lower droop value gives better correlation. The shape of the guide vane set point output can be explained by 
the rotor speed and the speed reference value. 
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9 Discussion 
In this section, improvements to the model are discussed and possible sources of error in the 

simulations are mentioned. 

9.1 Simulink as development platform 

Before using Simulink as development platform, a few things should be considered: 

Implementation of the model of the turbine governor to hardware should be tested. In the 

end, this way of developing could become more complex than expected and other 

alternatives should be considered. Using hardware with support for Simulink seems to be 

the best way to implement this solution since it gives you full transparency from the model 

all the way to the hardware. Minimizing the labor for manual configuration. 

Developing all the logic in Simulink may not be the best way. Threshold warnings, indications 

and smaller isolated applications could be programmed directly on the PLC. 

Managing the code on the PLC after implementation could become more difficult as the 

code is automatically generated from the model. This should not be a problem since proper 

testing of the code verifies that everything is working properly. Depending on the 

implementation solution, it could become impossible to do changes locally without the 

MATLAB/Simulink software and the development software for the hardware. Changes 

should have been thoroughly tested though before implementation which minimizes these 

types of quick fixes.   

9.2 Signals in Simulink and improvements 

Communication is represented by busses6 in the Simulink model. These busses are 

configured using an Excel spread sheet where a list of logical nodes and their data objects 

are listed. When the value of a signal can be changed by two different sub models, or the 

value needs to be remembered until next iteration, the signal needs to be looped back and 

can make the model very messy. 

One way of solving this is to use a bus consisting of all possible signals. This bus would need 

to go through the model of the governor and be looped back to the start. The bus would 

represent the memory area of the PLC. Figure 33 illustrates the difference between the two. 

Model 1 Model 2

BUS

Val1 Val1 Val1

Loop Back

Val3Model 1 Model 2

Val3

Val3

Val1

Val1

 

Figure 33: Illustration of the difference between using a bus that loops back compared to using signals. 

                                                      
6 Signals can be grouped together into busses in Simulink to minimize the number of connections. 
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Using a bus in this way minimizes the complexity of the model. In Figure 33, only two models 

with a single output signal is shown. When more models are added, the first case becomes 

very tangled with signals going from one module to another while the second is more 

manageable. 

9.3 Akkats startup 

When validating the startup sequence in the governor, it was shown that the governor 

model differed from the real Akkats governor. During step 3 the governor seems to switch 

PID parameters, which is evaluated in Section 8.2.3. How and to which values the 

parameters are switched is unknown and needs to be investigated further. 

The most plausible cause for the different parameter settings is that the parameters were 

changed during the test and the parameters given for the simulations do not corresponds to 

the actual parameters used. 

Another possibility is that the governor can have local changes. A basis for such an assertion 

is that Akkats has had problems with slow startup. A solution could be to increase the 

influence of the speed error, by lowering the droop, only during this period. Local changes 

are known to happened and sometimes not properly documented, why this cannot be ruled 

out. This strengthen the need for trying out a new platform to develop the governors where 

new implementations can be tested, easily acquired and well documented with version 

control. IEC 61850 

The extension for hydropower to IEC 61850 is still under development. Being a part of a 

development process, provides an opportunity to contribute to the standard’s functionality. 

Therefore, it may be of interest to begin the process of implementing the standard in 

hydropower and thus also have the opportunity to influence it. 

The document IEC 61850-7-410 is an international standard while IEC 61850-7-510 is a 

technical report. IEC 61850-7-510 shows a minimum example of the functions that different 

manufacturers can agree upon and is limited to only the necessary functions needed. IEC 

61850-7-410 specifies the logical nodes required to make the complete and more complex 

governor. 

The standard is design in such a way that if there are logical nodes missing, additional logical 

nodes can be created. If these logical nodes appears to be generic and comply to many 

different implementations, they can becomes a part of the standard. 

 

9.4 Sources of error 

In this section possible reasons for the deviations seen in the validations are considered. 
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9.4.1 Cycle time of the PLC 

The PLC has internally a number of timers that is used to activate certain functions and do 

calculations at specific time intervals. These cycle times is not implemented in the model yet 

and may affect the result of the simulations. 

9.4.2 Test data 

When validating the models, previous test data from Akkats was used. When the test was 

performed, they measured the analog signals going from and to the PLC using an external 

measuring device. Since the PLC and the measurement device do not use the same analog to 

digital converter (ADC) when logging the data, it is not certain that the PLC actually read the 

same values. One should instead monitor and save the data from the PLCs memory to be 

sure the same inputs are used when doing the validation. 

9.4.3 Turbine model during the startup sequence 

When testing the startup process, the model developed in section 3.1.3 was used. The 

power to the generator 𝑃𝑤(𝑌) in Eq. (6) was taken from tabulated values from index tests 

for Akkats G2. The tabulated data is the power output from the generator when the unit is 

spinning at nominal speed and is connected to the grid. 

To use this data, some approximations had to be made. The power output tabulated was 

assumed to correspond to the mechanical power without any losses. The net head was 

assumed to be constant with respect to the flow and the tabulated data solely being 

dependent on the guide vane position and not the speed and acceleration of the turbine. 

A loss term 𝑘 was added to make the turbine spinning at the nominal speed when the guide 

vanes are at the speed-no-load position. The production loss was assumed to be 

proportional to the rotational velocity of the turbine. Without this loss term, the generator 

would continue to accelerate forever as long as the guide vanes are opened. 

A better approach could have been to extrapolate the data and see where it crosses the y-

axis and assume that as the power loss instead of calculating it using Eq. (4). 
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10 Conclusions 
In this work, it has been shown that the idea of building a turbine regulator platform for 

hydropower plants, based on MATLAB and Simulink, is possible. A reference model has been 

built in Simulink and its functionality has been verified with actual data from Akkats 

hydropower plant. 

Methods and tools described in this thesis can facilitate development and testing of newer 

and better regulators. MATLAB and Simulink provide tools for building, simulating and 

testing implementations of turbine governors. It uses a graphical interface that can minimize 

the complexity of the governor. 

Using IEC 61850 as a nomenclature and as a way of structuring the functions in the governor 

is possible. To use the standard for communication with other parts of the plant requires 

more investigation. Some logic must also be rebuilt since IEC 61850 differs from the existing 

environment. If a turbine governor is designed to communicate according to IEC 61850, it 

requires that also other major parts of the hydropower plant communicate according to IEC 

61850, since they share data between devices. 

The work has also shown that Simulink is a suitable development tool. Simulink has a large 

user group and many toolboxes that can ease the process of testing and developing. 

According to the hardware suppliers, models built in Simulink can be implemented on 

hardware used in Vattenfall's hydropower plants, but this has to be tested and verified. 

When testing the startup sequence for the Akkats G3 unit, the simulations showed some 

differences in comparison to the measured data, most likely attributable to a non-standard 

parameter setting in Akkats during the startup process. How these parameters were chosen 

during the test is not documented, which further emphasizes the need for better control 

over the governors that run in the hydropower plants.  
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11 Recommendations 
For future work, it is recommended to: 

Validation using measurements taken from the PLC memory 

Measurements used for validation should be retrieved from the PLC memory to make the 

comparisons more accurate. The measured values used in this study contains deviations as 

they are measured by external equipment. 

Implementation of missing functionality 

Because of limitations in time and some functions being locked for viewing, all functionality 

are not implemented. Among these are the logic for manual control and a function for 

inactivation of vibration sensors during start. 

Implementation of discrete cycle times 

The hardware operates at different discrete cycle times when calculating certain values. The 

reason for this may be to smooth signal output and keeping these may be of interest. In that 

case, different cycle times needs to be implemented in the model. 

Usage of better models for waterways, turbine, actuators 

Having models that accurately describe the reality makes it possible to test the governor for 

different scenarios and to trust the result. In this thesis, simplified models has been used in 

order to test the current implementation towards measurement data. To test new 

functionality in the future, better models may be needed. 

Installation on hardware 

The plan with this project is to be able to develop the governor software in Simulink and 

implement the model, as is, to a hardware. In this way, the model used in simulations are 

identical to the governors running in the stations. Installing the model to a hardware to 

verify that the model and hardware behaves equally is needed. 

Adding more IEC 61850 components to the Simulink model 

To fully convert the governor to make it follow IEC 61850, external functionality also needs 

to be included in the model and converted to the standard. The first step could be to create 

models for the over-speed protection system and the synchronoscope. 

Disadvantages and advantages of the platform 

Development of the governor becomes dependent of further licenses and software, namely 

Simulink and MATLAB. The hardware range becomes more limited since the hardware needs 

to support installing the generated code. Changes to the governor requires an extra step to 

install them onto the hardware. An extra step can also be an advantage as it can remove 

double work of translating functionality to hardware where implementation errors can 

happen. 
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Using Simulink as a platform for developing turbine governors makes it easier to do changes 

and testing to verify all functionality still behaves as expected. MATLAB provides both a 

software solution and a hardware solution in the form of hardware-in-the-loop for these 

tests. 

Simulink has tools for model validations, one of which is call Test Cases, where different test 

cases can be run to validate the model. These can be run automatically to verify the 

governor still behaves as expected after changes are made to the governor model. 
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